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Chromosomal Aberrations

To The Editor:

In their recent paper, Kiossoglou, Mitus.

and Dameshek1 describe several chroinoso-

iiml aberrations encountered in perniciotis

anenhia. We are particularilv interested in

their “giant” chromosome. which we l)eheve

reflects the same morphologic abnormalit�

Its the increase in mean chromosome length

reported b� iis.2 Kiossoglou et al. do not

give n)easurements or criteria for the “giant”

chromosomes, but a comparison of their

Figures 2 and 3 shows that the “giant”

chromosomes are almost twice as long as the

nongiant ones. Although. in the example

they illustrated. this difference in length

exceeds the difference in mean values for

the number one chromosomes (Denver clas-

sification) which we reported, it is not

inconsistent with our finding that about 5

ler cent of the chromosomes in megalo-
blast marrows were more than twice the

mean normal length. As for chroinatid width,

there is nothing in either report to suggest

any ahnormalit�’. with the reservation that

the resolution of the light microscope does

not permit accurate estimation of this di-

mension. Both reports also agree on response

of therapy; their observation, that the ab-

normality exemplified by the “giant” chro-

mosomes is related to vitamin B12 deficiency

and is correctable, may be equated with our

finding that the mean length of the number

(me chromosome decreased to norlnal when

the marrow became normoblastic following

therapy.

Despite this general agreement with the

findings reported b�’ Kiossoglou, Mittis. and

Dameshek, we feel it is important to call

attention to the following. First and most

important is the persistence of “giant” chro-

mosomes in their Case 3. During his on1�

chromosome study. this patient was con-

sidered to be in remission. The persistence

of long chromosomes in the presence of

completely normoblastic ervthropoiesis is

surprising and disturbing. If confirmed, it

greatly weakens the otherwise apparenth

strong association between long chromo-

somes and the characteristic morphology of

the chromatin in the megaloblastic inter-

phase nucleus.

Second, the significance of the compara-
tively short chromosomes of Figure 4 from

Case 2 in relapse is enhanced by the associ-

ated C 21 monosom�’. The authors consider

that the latter represents a structural anom-

al�’ related to vitamin B12 deficiency. Be-

cause the chromosomes are not the elongated

forlns characteristic of megaloblasts, and be-

cause in our experience the nucleated red

cells of pernicious anemia in relapse include

some normoblasts as well as megaloblasts.

we think it is probable that the particular

metaphase plate shown represents the chro-
inosomes of a normoblastic rather than a

megaloblastic cell. This suggestion. that the

condlition of C 21 monosomv is present in

the nonmegaloblastic bone marrow cells, is

consistent with the authors’ observation of

the same defect in peripheral blood leuko-

cvte and skin fibroblast cultures. It would

mean, perhaps. that C 21 monosomy, in

contrast to the elongation of chromatids. is

not caused h� the vitamin B12 deficiency.
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The authors suggest in an explanation of C

2 1 I1�OnOSOfl1V that because their patients

were not sttided before the deficiency state

had ensued. “a congenital or acquired pre-

(lisposition to megaloblastosis on the basis

of C 21 fliOflO5OIllv cannot be excluded.”

This is consistent with our analysis of their

Figure 4. but there is at least this other

1)o:�ibilitV: the C 21 defect may be an early

expression of the deficiency state among

cells that have not yet acquired the charac-

teristic megaloblastic structure. Both pos-

sibilities are subject to experimental study.

Certainly the well-known familial predis-

position of pernicious anemia should l)e
investigated by modern karyologic methods.

Third, a relationship between length and

“imperfect coiling” is suggested in the figure

legends of their paper. Our experience and

the reports of Hungerford and Di Berar-

(li!)O.� among others, indicate that the degree

of coiling seen in chromnosomes is exceed-

inglv sensitive to the method of their pre-

pimrittions. Although a disturbance in rate or
amount of DNA synthesis is a generally

accepted consequence of 2 deficiency,

there is as yet no known connection be-

tween this disturbance an(l chromosome

coiling. Despite these points and despite

the al)sence, in our own preparations. of

any consistent difference in chromosome

coiling, we also had suggested coiling as a

possible factor in the measured differences in

length. We emphasize the importance of

this possibility in any search for the relation

between the metabolic and morphologic

effects of B12 deficiency.

Finally, we have reservations about the

advisibility of using the term “giant” to

describe the longer chromosomes of the cells

found in megaloblastic bone marrow. This

term is already in use for the characteristic

long and wide chromosomes of diptera,

and its introduction here in a different

context may prove misleading.

EDWARD R. POwSNER. M.D.

LAWRENCE BERMAN, M.D.
Wayne State University School of Medicine

Detroit, Michigan
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